
‘I regret that workout!’ Said no-one ever!

I love to start my day at the gym. But my fitness journey 
has evolved over the years! I was in a few of the school 
sports teams as a teen. I took the odd dance class, and 
began to dance regularly when I attended a Performing 
Arts School. Once I started working full time however, the 
regular activity stopped! A couple of years later, I was 
suffering with anxiety and a CBT therapist advised running 
to relieve the fight or flight response I regularly struggled 
with. It was an instant relief, all the noise in my head would
stop and the nervous energy I left the house with would 
always be gone by time I returned. 

It amazed me how physical activity could improve mental wellbeing too and I wanted to do more 
to support both my physical and mental health, this is when I decided to join the gym. Like so 
many, I was intimidated by the weight area and stuck to what was familiar at first. Eventually I 
started to get the itch for something more, so I had a resistance training programme put together 
by one of the Personal Trainers. I instantly enjoyed it, I felt a real buzz pushing myself further 
each week. Resistance training helped me feel stronger physically and mentally. I started with the 
machines, and I would recommend the same for any beginner. These can help you focus on form 
and technique, before moving onto free weights. After my first programme, I started watching 
videos online from professionals and felt confident enough to create my own workouts.

As I powered through a workout I would completely shut the outside world out, it’s the only time 
I can truly switch off and let go of my thoughts; I look forward to this moment each day! 
One day I couldn’t make the gym that evening so decided to attempt a morning session 
before work… I’ve never looked back! Although it can be a bit of a mission to drag myself out 
of bed so early (especially in winter, I hate the dark and cold), the rush of endorphins that 
lift my spirits and prepare me for the day ahead are undeniably worth it. I feel 100% more
energised throughout the day. It’s not always easy to start and I still experience days 
where I don’t feel like going to the gym but I’ve never regretted a workout, I’ve only 
ever regretted not going. 

My biggest piece of advice for anyone embarking on a fitness journey is to find
something you enjoy, resistance training in the gym brings a whole heap of 
health benefits but the standard style of training can be boring. 
Experiment! AMRAP sessions are great if you’re short 
on time, circuit training can be great for incorporating 
cardio into your workout, and of course you can ask a 
member of staff to put a plan together for you, tell 
them what you do and don’t enjoy and 
they’ll tailor a programme for you!
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